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Abstrat

Multi-relational data mining algorithms searh

a large hypothesis spae in order to �nd a suit-

able model for a given data set. During this

searh, a huge number of omplex queries has to

be evaluated on the data set. This explains why

multi-relational data mining algorithms (e.g.

ILP algorithms) typially have high run times.

In this text we give an overview of two teh-

niques designed to redue these run times. We

show that this is possible by exploiting similarit-

ies in both queries and data sets. The �rst teh-

nique is query-pak evaluation and the seond

one is parallel ross-validation. This paper is a

summary of (Blokeel and Struyf, 2001), (Struyf

and Blokeel, 2001) and (Blokeel et al., 2000).

1 Introdution

Multi-relational data mining algorithms searh

a large hypothesis spae in order to �nd a

suitable model for a given data set. During

this searh, a huge number of queries has to

be evaluated on the data set. Evaluating a

query that uses and ombines information from

di�erent relations is far more omplex om-

pared to evaluating a test on a single table, i.e.

what propositional data mining algorithms do.

The main reason for this is that in the multi-

relational ontext, when exeuting queries top-

down (as is the ase for ILP algorithms), bak-

traking an our over di�erent relations. Be-

ause query evaluation is more omplex, multi-

relational data mining algorithms typially have

high run times and it beomes interesting to

do researh for tehniques that speed up model

building. In this text we give an overview of

two suh tehniques. The �rst one is query-

pak evaluation (Blokeel et al., 2000) and the

seond one is parallel ross-validation (Blokeel

and Struyf, 2001), (Struyf and Blokeel, 2001).

The basi idea underlying both tehniques is

that it is possible to eliminate redundant om-

putations by exploiting similarities in the quer-

ies or in the data sets.

Query-pak evaluation an be used when a

set of similar queries has to be evaluated on

a data set. These similar queries are typi-

ally generated by the re�nement operator of the

data mining algorithm. A �rst order deision

tree indution system (e.g. Tilde (Blokeel and

De Raedt, 1998), S-Cart (Kramer, 1996)) on-

siders re�nements of the query from the parent

node when seleting a query for a new node. Be-

ause eah re�nement is obtained by extending

the parent query with a few new literals, di�er-

ent re�nements are highly similar (i.e. share lit-

erals). Running these similar queries separately

on the data set results in redundant omputa-

tions beause the ommon parts are evaluated

more often than neessary. By integrating the

di�erent similar queries in a query-pak (Blok-

eel et al., 2000), it is possible to eliminate these

redundant omputations.

Cross-validation is a tehnique used in many

di�erent mahine learning approahes, suh as

instane based learning, arti�ial neural net-

works or deision tree indution, to tune para-

meters (e.g. using a wrapper method (Kohavi

and John, 1995)), selet relevant features or to

estimate preditive auraies. Running an n-

fold ross-validation onsists of partitioning the

data set D into n subsets D

i

and then running

the mahine learning algorithm n times, eah

time using a di�erent training set T

i

= D �D

i

and validating the results on D

i

. The results

on eah D

i

are averaged to provide a reliable

estimate of the indued model's performane

on unseen ases. The obvious disadvantage

of ross-validation is the omputational over-

head of running the mahine learning algorithm



n times. However, for some mahine learning

tehniques (e.g. deision tree indution, rule in-

dution), this overhead an be redued signi-

�antly, again by removing redundanies. With

query-pak exeution, redundanies our when

evaluating similar queries separately on a data

set. Here the redundanies stem from running

queries on similar data sets. Note that the train-

ing sets T

i

= D�D

i

used in the di�erent ross-

validation folds are highly similar beause eah

example from D is repliated n� 1 times in the

di�erent T

i

. By building the n ross-validation

models in parallel it is possible to remove these

redundanies.

This paper is organised as follows. Setion 2

summarises logial deision tree indution. Se-

tion 3 disusses query-paks, Setion 4 disusses

parallel ross-validation. Setion 5 presents ex-

perimental results and Setion 6 states the on-

lusions.

2 Logial Deision Tree Indution

circle(C) ?

in(C, D) ? [neg]  177/240

[neg]  223/235 [pos]  1082/1082

yes
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no

no

Figure 1: A �rst order deision tree.

A �rst order deision tree (Blokeel and

De Raedt, 1998) is a binary deision tree with

onjuntions of �rst order literals in the nodes.

Di�erent nodes of the tree an be linked by shar-

ing variables. The leaves ontain lass values

in ase of a lassi�ation task or (vetors of)

real values in ase of a regression task. An ex-

ample tree grown on one of the Bongard data

sets (De Raedt and Van Laer, 1995a) is shown in

Figure 1. The predition task for this set is las-

sifying pitures ontaining irles, squares and

triangles as positive or negative. We use the

learning from interpretations setting (De Raedt

and D�zeroski, 1994) in whih eah example is

given by a set of (Prolog) fats.

First order deision trees are grown top down.

The indution algorithm ontinues to add new

nodes to the tree until a stop riterion is met.

Examples sorted into a ertain node are har-

aterized by the onjuntion of all sueed-

ing literals in the path from the root to the

node; all this the \urrent query" for that

node. The best query for a new node is se-

leted by a greedy algorithm. It �rst generates

re�nements of the urrent query by extending

it with new literals. In the Bongard example

possible re�nements of the query `irle(C)'

are `irle(C), triangle(D)', `irle(C),

square(D)', `irle(C), in(C,D)', : : : The al-

gorithm omputes a quality measure suh as

information gain (Quinlan, 1993) for eah re-

�nement. The re�nement that maximises this

quality is used to reate the new node.

3 Query-paks

irle(C), in(C,D), triangle(D)

irle(C), in(C,D), square(D)

irle(C), in(C,D), irle(D)

irle(C), in(C,D), triangle(E)

...

circle(C)

in(C,D)

triangle(D) square(D) circle(D) ...

...

update_statistic(...)

...

Figure 2: A query-pak.

Consider again the Bongard example from

Figure 1. The re�nements for the left-left sub

tree (query `irle(C), in(C,D)') are shown

in Figure 2. All these re�nements have the �rst

two literals in ommon. Exeuting these queries

separately on the training set will ause redund-

ant omputations. This is beause the �rst two

literals will be (re-)evaluated for eah query. By

integrating the queries in a query-pak (Blok-

eel et al., 2000) as shown in the lower part of

Figure 2, this redundany an be removed.

A query-pak is a tree struture with lit-

erals or onjuntions of literals in the nodes.

Eah path from the root to some node repres-

ents a onjuntive query. Deision tree query-

paks an be ompared to brooms. The urrent

query, its length being proportional to the ur-

rent tree depth, forms the stik of the broom.

It is shown in (Blokeel et al., 2000) that the

speed-up fator T

sequential

=T

pak

ranges from 1



to min(+1; b) where b is the branhing fator of

the pak and  is the ratio of the omputational

omplexity in the shared part over the omplex-

ity in the non-shared part. Beause a broom has

a long shared part and a high branhing fator,

one an expet high speed-ups.

To selet the best query from a query-pak,

the algorithm needs to keep trak of some in-

formation (i.e. a statisti) for eah query. In the

ase of a lassi�ation task, the natural hoie

is a lass distribution. This is beause qual-

ity measures as information gain or gain ratio

(Quinlan, 1993) an be easily alulated from a

positive (i.e. the query sueeds) and a negative

(i.e. the query fails) lass distribution. In ase

of a regression task we an use

P

(y

2

i

; y

i

; 1) with

y

i

the target value for e

i

. This statisti makes

it possible to alulate a variane based quality

measure (Breiman et al., 1984).

Eah leave of the query-pak ontains a all

to update statisti. If a query q from the pak

sueeds for a given example e, then the positive

statisti for q is updated. The negative statisti

NS an be alulated based on the positive PS

and the total TS statisti (i.e. the distribution

of the examples before the node is split) by ap-

plying additivity: NS = TS � PS (e.g. for a

lass distribution one subtrats the lass ounts

omponent-wise).

Note that query paks are very general and

an be used in all settings where a number of

similar queries have to be evaluated on a data

set. Appliations are �rst order deision tree

indution (e.g. Tilde (Blokeel and De Raedt,

1998), S-Cart (Kramer, 1996)), �rst order rule

indution (e.g. FOIL (Quinlan, 1990), Pro-

gol (Muggleton, 1995)) and �nding �rst order

assoiation rules (e.g. Warmr (Dehaspe and

Toivonen, 1999)).

4 Parallel Cross-validation

This setion disusses parallel ross-validation.

We introdue parallel ross-validation in the

ontext of �rst order deision tree indution.

We show how parallel ross-validation an be

ombined with query-paks and how it an be

implemented for rule indution.

As explained briey in the introdution, de-

ision tree ross-validation involves growing n

di�erent trees, eah on a slightly di�erent train-

ing set T

i

= D �D

i

. Beause the training sets

T

i

are highly similar, one an expet that the

trees will be highly similar too, espeially near

the root. Parallel ross-validation (Blokeel and

Struyf, 2001) exploits this similarity while grow-

ing n+1 di�erent trees at one: one tree for eah

ross-validation fold and one tree grown on the

whole data set D = T

0

. We all this set of n+1

trees the ross-validation forest (See Figure 3).

circle(C) ?

in(C, D) ?

[neg]

yes no

triangle(D) ?

folds {0,1,3} folds {2}

... ...

Figure 3: A 3-fold ross-validation forest.

A ross-validation forest is not a set of disjoint

trees, there is some amount of sharing between

the trees. The forest is grown top-down. As

long as the same best query q

�

is seleted for

eah tree, the trees ontinue to share nodes. In

Figure 3 all trees share the `irle(C)' node. A

group of trees or a single tree an be split o� if

a di�erent q

�

is seleted for this group. At level

two of the example forest, the tree for training

set T

2

is split o� and stops sharing omputations

with group f0; 1; 3g.

The algorithm for re�ning a node N of the

ross-validation forest is shown in Figure 4. It

keeps trak of a tuple (q

�

; Q

�

) for eah tree in

the group of trees G that shares N . The �rst

omponent of this tuple, q

�

i

, is the best query

found so far for tree i and the seond ompon-

ent, Q

�

i

, is q

�

i

's quality. In eah iteration a new

re�nement q is evaluated on the data (Lines 3 -

6). The tuple (q

�

; Q

�

)

i

is updated (Line 11) if q

is better than q

�

i

.

Lines 3 - 6 ompute statistis S

D

i

for query q

on eah set D

i

of the ross-validation partition.

Beause these sets are disjoint, the query is eval-

uated only one on eah example from D. This

assures that no redundant omputations our.

To estimate the quality Q (Line 10) we need

statistis S

T

i

on the training sets T

i

, whih are

derived from the previously alulated S

D

i

(Line

7 - 8). This step is only possible if the statistis

are additive, meaning that S

A

1

[A

2

= S

A

1

+S

A

2

if A

1

\A

2

= ;. Eah statisti S is a tuple with

two omponents PS andNS. The positive om-



1. (q

�

; Q

�

)

i

= (none;�1) ; i 2 G

2. for eah re�nement q

3. S

D

0::n

= 0

4. for eah i 2 1 : : : n

5. for eah e 2 D

i

6. update statistis(S

D

i

, q(e), e)

7. S

D

=

P

n

i=1

S

D

i

8. for eah i 2 G

9. S

T

i

= S

D

� S

D

i

10. Q = ompute quality(S

T

i

)

11. if Q > Q

�

i

then (q

�

; Q

�

)

i

= (q;Q)

12. for eah di�erent q

�

2 fq

�

i

g

13. partition D

i

aording to q

�

Figure 4: Parallel ross-validation.

ponent PS is updated if q(e) sueeds (Line 6)

and the negative omponent NS is updated if

q(e) fails.

The last two lines of the algorithm add new

nodes to the forest. One for eah di�erent q

�

.

Eah new node has two hildren: a positive hild

(i.e. q

�

sueeds) and a negative hild (i.e. q

�

fails). The parallel ross-validation algorithm is

alled reursively for eah hild until a stopping

riterion is met.

It is shown in (Blokeel and Struyf, 2001) that

the speed-up fator T

serial

=T

parallel

is given by

n � t

r

(1) + n � t

r

(2) + n � t

r

(3) + : : :

t

r

(1) + f(1) � t

r

(2) + f(2) � t

r

(3) + : : :

(1)

where t

r

(i) is the average time for growing one

level of a single tree from D and f(i) is the

average number of tree groups that have been

split o� in the forest. Beause tree groups usu-

ally split o� at lower levels of the forest, where

only a few examples are left, speed-up is in most

ases quite good.

The algorithm of Figure 4 shares only om-

putations within a tree group. Under some on-

ditions its also possible to share omputations

among di�erent tree groups. This is disussed

in more detail in (Struyf and Blokeel, 2001).

Note the similarity between a query-pak and

a ross-validation forest. The struture and

the basi idea are the same. A ross-validation

forest represents the shared part of similar de-

ision trees and a query-pak represents the

shared part of similar queries. Parallel ross-

validation an be seen as parallel model build-

ing on similar data and query-pak evaluation

as parallel query evaluation with similar quer-

ies.

4.1 Combination with Query-paks

Parallel ross-validation an be ombined with

query-pak evaluation. The algorithm onsists

of two parts. In the �rst part, it evaluates the

queries on the data and alulates statistis for

eah query. In the seond part, it alulates for

eah fold the quality measure for all queries and

selets the best query q

�

i

for eah fold. Evaluat-

ing the queries an be done in using query-pak

evaluation. The di�erene with the original par-

allel ross-validation algorithm is that now all

queries are run in parallel on the data. This

implies that we have to keep statistis for eah

query and for eah fold. These an be stored in

an (n+1)�s statisti matrix (s is the number of

queries in the pak; the \pak-size"). The rows

of this matrix orrespond to the di�erent trees

in the forest and the olumns orrespond to the

di�erent queries in the pak. Another di�erene

is that we have to swith from positive and neg-

ative statistis to positive and total statistis as

disussed in Setion 3. This is beause it is dif-

�ult to know if some query in the pak fails for

a given example.

By ombining parallel ross-validation with

query-paks, we remove the two types of re-

dundanies at one. Similar queries are eval-

uated eÆiently using query-pak exeution.

Similar training sets are handled eÆiently by

parallel ross-validation. The obtained speed-

up will be maximal if query omplexity is high

(due to query-pak exeution) or if model sta-

bility is high (due to parallel ross-validation).

Note that high query omplexity an imply low

model stability. Combining query-pak exeu-

tion and parallel ross-validation results in a ro-

bust algorithm that sores reasonable on a wide

range of data sets.

4.2 Rule indution

Although we foused on deision tree indution,

almost everything said so far also applies to

top down rule indution (e.g. FOIL (Quinlan,

1990), Progol (Muggleton, 1995)) and to top

down onstraint indution (e.g. ICL (De Raedt

and Van Laer, 1995b)). A top down rule indu-

tion system tries to over all positive examples

by learning a set of onjuntive rules. Eah time



a new rule is learned, the systems removes the

overed positive examples from the data set and

tries to learn a next rule until all positive ex-

amples are overed or no more good rules an be

found. To learn one rule, the system starts from

the most general rule `true' and keeps adding

the best literal aording to some quality meas-

ure as long as the rule's quality improves.

We an use the ideas from the parallel de-

ision tree ross-validation algorithm to build

a parallel rule ross-validation algorithm. This

parallel rule ross-validation algorithm builds a

tree that represents the shared part between

rules for di�erent folds. If one or more folds se-

let a di�erent literal then the rule for this group

of folds is split o� and forms a new branh. This

an be ompared to the ross-validation forest

from Setion 4. As long as a group of rules re-

mains together, omputations an be shared by

evaluating the rule for this group on the disjoint

sets D

i

and not on the overlapping training sets

T

i

.

Before a rule indution system starts to learn

a new rule, it removes all positive examples

overed by the previous rule. As long as the

same rules are seleted for di�erent folds of the

ross-validation (i.e. the tree has no branhes)

the same examples are removed from the data

set D and D remains equal for all folds. If fold

i selets a di�erent rule then di�erent examples

will be removed from D and the data set for fold

i will di�er from the data sets of the other folds.

If we partition D in (D

s

;D

1

: : : D

n

), where D

s

ontains the shared examples and D

i

ontains

the examples for fold i not in D

s

, then it is pos-

sible to share omputations over D

s

.

5 Experimental Results

For our experiments we implemented parallel

ross-validation as a module of Tilde, the �rst

order deision tree learner of the ACE data min-

ing tool

1

. ACE is built on top of ilProlog,

a Prolog engine dediated to data mining that

supports query-pak evaluation. ACE and il-

Prolog are disussed in (Blokeel et al., 2000).

We ompare exeution times of a 10-fold run

for serial ross-validation (no optimisations),

serial ross-validation with query-paks, paral-

lel ross-validation and parallel ross-validation

1

ACE is available for aademi purposes upon re-

quest: http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/�dtai/ACE/

Figure 5: Di�erent ross-validation algorithms

(time relative to serial 10-fold).

with query-paks. All experiments are per-

formed on an Intel P3 850Mhz with 256MB

RAM running Linux kernel 2.2.20.

The data sets used are:

� The simple (SB) and omplex (CB)

Bongard data set (De Raedt and Van Laer,

1995a) (this set was also used as running

example in this text). SB ontains 1453

examples with a simple underlying theory,

CB ontains 1521 examples with a more

omplex theory.

� A subset (ASM) of 999 examples sampled

from the \Adaptive Systems Management"

data set, kindly provided to us by Perot

Systems Nederland.

� The Mutagenesis (Muta) data set

(Srinivasan et al., 1996), an ILP benh-

mark (230 examples).

As an be seen in Figure 5 and Table 1 the

results are not uniform for all data sets. This is

beause we deliberately seleted di�erent types

of data sets. For SB parallel ross-validation

performs very well. No tree groups are split o�.

The paks version does not perform muh bet-

ter beause the queries are too short to have

many literals in ommon. CB is the least sur-

prising data set: some tree groups are split o�

and the queries beome longer. The ASM data

set ontains many propositional numeri attrib-

utes. Parallel ross-validation works reasonably

well on this data set. Query-paks perform bad



Table 1: Timings (seonds) omparing parallel

to serial ross-validation (10-folds), one with

paks disabled and a seond time with paks

enabled.

SB Paks o� Paks on

Serial 16 11 1.5�

Parallel 3.6 3.5 1.0�

4.4� 3.1�

CB

Serial 24 15 1.6�

Parallel 8.2 5.4 1.5�

2.9� 2.8�

ASM

Serial 4100 4300 0.95�

Parallel 2100 2600 0.81�

2.0� 1.7 �

Muta

Serial 5000 500 10�

Parallel 4600 450 10�

1.09� 1.11�

on ASM beause the pak-size is high (it on-

tains a huge number of tests omparing numeri

attributes to eah of their disretised values).

The time neessary for ompiling a pak de-

pends on the pak-size. Near the leaves this

ompilation time dominates the exeution time

whih is linear in the number of examples. The

Mutagenesis data set is not suited for paral-

lel ross-validation beause some queries, gen-

erated near the leaves of the forest, dominate

the total exeution time (this happens when

the algorithm looks for irular substrutures in

the moleules). Query-paks on the other hand

perform very well for Mutagenesis (10 times

faster). This is beause query-pak exeution

shares omputations among the di�erent re�ne-

ments of these few omplex queries.

In the previous experiment we've set the num-

ber of ross-validation folds to 10 beause this

value is used often in pratie. It is however in-

teresting to see what happens if we inrease the

number of folds. Figure 6 plots the time for run-

ning a parallel ross-validation (no query paks)

Figure 6: Indution time in funtion of the num-

ber of folds (CB and ASM).

in funtion of the number of folds for the CB and

ASM data sets. The sale is relative to T

atual

,

the time for building one single tree from the

data set D.

The parallel ross-validation time for CB is al-

most independent of the number of folds. This

is beause model stability is high for this data

set. Tree groups split o� at low levels. For

ASM, the parallel ross-validation time has a

linear omponent in the number of folds. In

general, we an expet that the time for par-

allel ross-validation varies sub-linear with the

number of folds. This is beause training set

similarity inreases with the number of folds. If

training sets are more similar, tree groups will

split of at lower levels of the forest and the lin-

ear omponent of the parallel ross-validation

time redues.

6 Conlusions

We summarised two tehniques for speeding up

model building in the ontext of multi-relational

data mining. The �rst one was query-pak

evaluation and the seond one parallel ross-

validation. Query-pak evaluation is parallel

evaluation of similar queries and parallel ross-

validation is building similar models in parallel

from similar training sets.

The experimental results show that we obtain

a robust algorithm that sores well on a wide

range of data sets if we ombine parallel ross-



validation with query pak evaluation.

Parallel ross-validation an be ompared to

inremental ross-validation as disussed by Ut-

go� (Utgo�, 1997) and Kohavi (Kohavi, 1995).

The idea is to use an inremental mahine learn-

ing algorithm to perform leave-one-out ross-

validation by �rst building a model from D and

then using the in(de-)remental algorithm to re-

move one example e

i

for eah fold i.

Note that the parallel ross-validation idea

an also be used for other appliations (e.g. bag-

ging) where one needs to build a set of similar

models from similar training data.
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